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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to analyze the suffixes which are used in Northern Samoyedic

languages to build comparative constructions of equality. Depending on the language, the suffixes may

perform three functions: word-building, form-building, and inflectional. When they mark the noun, they

serve as simulative suffixes and are employed to build object comparison. In the inflectional function,

these suffixes mark the verb and are a means of constructing situational comparison. In this case,

they signal the formation of a special mood termed the Approximative. This paper provides a detailed

description of the Approximative from paradigmatic and syntagmatic perspectives.
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1. Background: Northern Samoyedic languages

The Samoyedic languages belong to the Uralic family, the largest family in
northern Eurasia. According to the conventional classification, the North-
ern Samoyedic branch includes three living languages: Nenets (Yurak),
Enets (Yenisei-Samoyed), and Nganasan (Tawgy). Nenets is spoken along
the Arctic coast from the White Sea region to western Taimyr; Enets speak-
ers occupy the territory in the lower Yenisei region; Nganasan is the north-
ernmost language and it is spoken on the Taimyr Peninsula from the lower
Yenisei in the west to the Khatanga Bay in the east (Janhunen 1998, 457).
All these languages are further split into dialects. Nganasan divides into
two very close dialects, Avam and Vadey (Helimski 1998, 481). The Enets
dialects are Tundra and Forest Enets. Similarly, Nenets is divided into
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Tundra and Forest Nenets, which in Samoyedology are traditionally viewed
as dialects although some scholars, mostly Finnish, prefer treating Forest
Nenets as a separate language rather than a dialect, but this is largely a
matter of taste and terminology (Helimski 2001, 188).

The morphology of the Northern Samoyedic languages is character-
ized by agglutination, with suffixation dominant in both derivation and
inflexion. There are no prefixes in these languages. The major word classes
are nouns and verbs. Verbs and nouns share the categories of number and
person. Nouns discriminate the grammatical categories of case (nomina-
tive, genitive, accusative, dative, locative, ablative, prolative) and number
(singular, dual, and plural). The three types of noun declension are abso-
lute, possessive and (pre)destinative. Nouns also display a set of predica-
tive endings. Verbs are conjugated according to the subjective, objective,
and reflexive types. The central category for verbs is mood. The number
of moods differs from language to language: 16 moods are mentioned in
Nenets (Salminen 1997, 98), 12 moods in Nganasan (Helimski 1998, 503–
508), and 11 moods in Enets (Mikola 1995, 21), but this list is most likely
to be non-exhaustive. The category of tense (aorist/present, past, future)
is distinguished only in some of the moods. The set of non-finite forms
includes: infinitives, participles, gerunds, and connegative.

In their inflexion adjectives, numerals, and most pronouns do not differ
from nouns. Personal pronouns, adverbs, and postpositions comprise minor
word classes of their own (Salminen 1997, 91).

Syntacticly, the Samoyedic languages can be characterized as typical
SOV languages. Within the noun phrase, the attribute precedes its head.
Negation is formed analytically by means of an auxiliary negative verb
which takes some derivational and all the inflexional markers, as well as
negated lexical verbs in the connegative form.

2. Comparison by similarity from the general theoretical perspective

The investigation of the origin, evolution and realization of morphological
constructs is one of the major objectives for linguistics. These complex
constructs consisting of discrete elements of consciousness – concepts – are
known as conceptual categories. As underlying semantic structures, these
categories also appear to be a necessary precondition for language func-
tioning and as such are a key subject of study for linguistic typology.
Within the limits of typology, systematic comparison of languages allows
us to reveal similarities and differences concerning how they express the
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same conceptual categories, and how different languages fulfill the same
functional requirements.

The conceptual linguistic category of comparison belongs to the cate-
gories of relation as it shows the relationship between referents. It is always
an image-bearing reflection of a real situation, which turns into a proposi-
tion after all the slots of the relational scheme are filled.

Comparison is subcategorized into two semantic spheres: comparison
of inequality and comparison of equality. The former reflects the quali-
tative aspect of comparison, which means that properties of substances
are gradable in terms of degrees of comparison. The latter represents the
quantitative aspect of comparison and denotes that substances possess
properties that are incompatible with the idea of degrees of comparison.
The existence of these two types raises many descriptive issues; however,
the comparison of inequality as well as ways of its expression have received
by far the best coverage in numerous grammatical surveys from both the
perspective of individual languages and crosslinguistically (Andersen 1983;
Stassen 1985; Crookston 1994).

Regarding the comparison of equality, most of the relevant linguistic
literature claims that it is a non-scalar comparison mostly associated with
the semantics of similarity, identity, and sameness (Andersen 1983, 99;
Wierzbicka 1996, 72; 143; Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998, 313; Bužarovska
2005, 74–75; Tommola 2011, 178). Although in essence the given char-
acteristics are entirely valid, the term ‘comparison of equality’ seems to
be too general when describing a particular type of the above-mentioned
meanings. Moreover, it is more applicable in the context when describing
the gradable comparison of inequality (Andersen 1983, 140; Bužarovska
2005, 75; Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998, 278; 313). For the reason that in
this paper the focus is on similarity, we will further use the term compar-
ison by similarity rather than ‘comparison of equality’.

The concept of similarity and the means of its expression in certain
languages have been mostly approached by logic, philosophy, and psychol-
ogy to solve puzzling problems of human cognitive processes (Goodman
1971; Tversky 1977; Sovran 1992). Some of these findings proved to be valu-
able for linguistics as well. Without entering into the details of a theoretical
dispute regarding the nature of similarity, we will outline the fundamental
ideas that can be taken as a point of departure when performing semantic
analysis of the means of expressing comparison by similarity. Similarity re-
lations are crucial for classifying objects, events, and ideas. These relations
demand that the compared entities “be one and the same (in some sense),
but at the same time many and different” (Sovran 1992, 336). Serving as an
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organizing classificatory principle similarity helps individuals in acquiring
new concepts by expanding “knowledge and language to newly undiscov-
ered areas” (op.cit., 342). Also, in the process of comparison in general,
and establishing similarity in particular, special importance is attached to
the experience of visual perception. According to Wierzbicka, ‘seeing’ is
a universal human concept since “in all cultures, people are interested in
‘seeing’ and in describing what they see” (Wierzbicka 1996, 287–289). It
has also been assumed that in its genesis, similarity is related, on the one
hand, to identification and precision and, on the other hand, to creativ-
ity and imagination (Sovran 1992, 342). Identifying compared entities and
carefully define their features through seeing predict that similarity is nat-
urally interwoven with the epistemic semantics of veracity of information.
The other two concepts – creativity and imagination – underlie the con-
nection between similarity and the interpretation of such creative verbal
expressions as metaphors and similies.

There are no languages in the world which lack the means of ex-
pressing comparison. In fact, this conceptual category finds its systemic
expression in languages on the lexical, morphological, or syntactic lev-
els. Terminologically, in the same way as comparison of equality has been
distinguished from comparison by similarity, so it is also convenient to
differentiate the means of expression of these types of comparison. It has
been suggested that the means of expression of comparison of equality
be called equative and those which express comparison by similarity be
termed similative (Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998, 277).

On the lexical level, comparison by similarity is expressed by modal
particles and other words which correspond to English like, similar to or
to the phrase be like (Bisang 1998, 718). Morphological means encompass
both derivational and inflectional forms. Derivational forms widely used for
this purpose include affixes, constituents of compound stems, and special
elements of unclear status which can be situated between affixes and lex-
emes (Ralli 2010, 58). In the linguistic literature these marginal elements
have been called semi-affixes (Marchand1969 356), semi-words (Scalise
1984, 89), or affixoids (Booij 2010, 57).

The morphological inflectional forms have provoked particular inter-
est and invited many questions. In languages of the world, these forms
are associated with a very rare grammatical case which in linguistic lit-
erature is known as either ‘equative/aequativus’ or ‘comparative’. This
grammatical case belongs to the group of relation cases and is found in
languages belonging to various families: Ossetic (Iranian language fam-
ily; Abaev 1964, 17; Gagkajev 1956, 121), Alutor (Chukotko-Kamchatkan;
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Nagayama 2003, 16–17), Central Yupik Eskimo, (Eskimo-Aleut; Jacobson
1995, 74), Mari and Komi (Finno-Ugric; Alhoniemi 1993, 59; Oszkó &
Ponomareva 2010, 20–22); also, Altaic (Ramstedt 1957, 51–53) and Turkic
languages (Menges 1968, 110). ‘(A)equative’/‘comparative’ is character-
ized as being peripheral in the system of grammatical cases, and until
now has received little attention on the part of linguists: “the grammars
only refer to this phenomenon but do not describe the equative in detail”
(Oszkó & Ponomareva 2010, 20). The descriptions are typically limited to
enumerating the corresponding inflexions, presenting the main meaning by
formulars ‘like (a) N’, ‘as (a) N’, ‘such as (a) N’, and pointing out that
this is a case of adverbial usage. Moreover, a study of the semantic aspect
of these cases turns out to be considerably limited because the general
notion of comparison is frequently undivorced from its particular semantic
realizations such as similarity, identity, and sameness.

On the syntactic level, comparison by similarity is expressed by var-
ious comparative-similative constructions. We adopt the viewpoint that a
similative construction is a single syntactic whole which contains an oblig-
atory similative component: predicate, turnover, clause, etc. The similative
component may have a separate syntactic slot for an index of similative
relations in which case the component is per se a syntactic construction.
The other possibility is that to express similative relations, the similative
construction may have a morphological slot so that the component func-
tions as a morphological construction, although the similative construction
on the whole still remains syntactic (Čeremisina 1973, 7).

The prototypical scheme of a similative construction includes the
following three basic constituents: (1) the referent/subject of compar-
ison/comparee (the element which is being compared), (2) the agent/
model/standard of comparison (what the comparee is being compared
against), (3) the module/basis/parameter of comparison (a feature on the
basis of which the comparee is compared with the standard of compar-
ison) (Mezenin 1969, 7; Stassen 1985, 26; Vorobjova 1987, 4; Crookston
1994, 626; Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998, 279). An obligatory component
of a complete comparative construction is an index of comparison which
modifies the parameter of comparison (Čeremisina & Shamina 1996, 66;
Dixon 2012, 344–345).

3. The affixes and their functions

In the Northern Samoyedic languages there are special suffixes which serve
as an index of comparison. They are: -raha-/-laha- in Nenets, -rhaf-/-laha-
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in Enets, and -raku-/-ragu-/-laku-/-lagu- in Nganasan. Historically, they
are all descended from a common Samoyedic ancestor (Boldt 1989, 69).

In Northern Samoyedic languages these suffixes may perform the fol-
lowing three functions: word formative, form-building, and inflectional (La-
banauskas 1982, 283–284). In defining these types of morphological pro-
cesses, we will follow the tradition developed by Samoyedological grammar
research. Derivation is understood as the process of building the forms of
one word, that is, of the unit which possesses one denotative (nominative)
meaning and different syntactic meanings. Form-building is the process
of creating the forms differing in their nominative grammatical meanings,
that is, the meanings of non-syntactic grammatical categories. Finally, in-
flection is regarded as the process of building the forms which differ only
in their syntactic meanings (Živov 1998, 558). Regarding the Northern
Samoyedic languages, the first two functions are also briefly described in
Tereščenko (1965, 67; 1973, 206). Although in the traditional grammar of
European languages the dichotomy between derivation and inflection is
widely accepted and often considered the only valid distinction, it is not
found to be useful for all languages (Dixon 2010, 218). The differentiation
of derivation, form-building, and inflection allows us to specifically ap-
proach the morphological means of the three morphological processes and
facilitates revealing typological characteristics of the Northern Samoyedic
languages.

3.1. Word formative function

Our review of the grammars and dictionaries of the Northern Samoyedic
languages, as well as examination of the available original texts, reveals
that only the Nenets suffix -raha-/-laha- can be used in the word formative
function. Examples of such usage are few and are mostly recorded in an
academic dictionary of Nenets by Tereščenko (1965). When the Nenets suf-
fix -raha-/-laha- is employed to form new words, it is organically included
into the word-stem: BeBa-raha-mda(ś ) ‘to put to shame, to embarrass’;
BeBa-raha-mź ‘to be ashamed, to be embarrassed’; BeBa-raha-ś a(ś ) ‘to be
shameless, unblushing’, where BeBa- means ‘bad’ (Labanauskas 1982, 284;
Tereščenko 2003, 67).

3.2. Form-building function

According to the Samoyedic linguistic tradition, when the suffixes un-
der consideration are used in the form-building function, they are termed
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similative. In all three Northern Samoyedic languages, the denominative
words marked by the similative suffixes convey figurative comparison by
similarity. In these constructions, two entities are compared on the basis
of a common feature inherent in both of them. As a rule, it is not diffi-
cult to identify the lexico-grammatical parallel in these constructions: the
comparee has as its own analog – the standard of comparison. The figu-
rative comparative constructions clearly manifest the semantic pattern of
comparison: comparee-standard–parameter.

a.(1) Nenets
Сибимчей яля сусахава паŋграха хоян тэвыни’. 
ś ib́ imč́ ej jaĺ a susa-∅-∅=haBa

seventh day decline-ind.praes-3.sg.s=prtcl1

paŋg-raha hoja-n te-Bi
˘
-ń iÊ

block-similative mountain-poss.gen.1.sg come-ind.perf-1.du.s

‘By the end of the seventh day we have come to the block-like mountain.’
(Labanauskas 2001, 21)

b. Nganasan

…нербыsы хонсуєдеєрєку. 
ń erbi

˘
-si

˘
honsu@d́ e@-r@ku

fur-poss.3.sg old bed-similative

‘. . . his fur is like an old bed.’ (Lamber 1997)

c. Enets

Дюзε касаруда пизигуо, дирεда энчелха. 
d́ uź E kasa-ru-da
ghost brother-limit-poss.3.sg.acc

ṕ iź i-gu-o-∅ d́ iŕ Eda enč́ e-lha

frighten-dur-ind.praes-3.sg.s alive person-similative

‘The ghost frightens only his brother, like a living person.’
(Labanauskas 2002, 101)

1 Abbreviations and symbols in the glosses: 1/2/3: 1st/2nd/3rd person; abl: ab-
lative case; acc: accusative case; adj: adjective; all: allative case; approx: the
Approximative mood; augm: augmentive; conneg: connegative; dat: dative case;
dim: diminutive; du: dual number; dur: durative; fut: future tense; gen: genitive
case; imp: the Imperative mood; ind: the Indicative mood; infer: the Inferren-
tial mood; interr: the Interrogative mood; lim: limitative; loc: locative case; np:
nonperfective; o: objective conjugation; past: past tense; perf: perfect; pl: plural
number; poss: possessive; postp: postposition; praes: present tense; prol: prola-
tive case; prp: present participle; prtcl: particle; pp: past participle; r: reflexive
(objectless) conjugation; res: resultative; s: subjective conjugation; sg: singular
number; trnsl: translative; vacond: conditional verbal adverb; vainf: verbal ad-
verb; vnipf: imperfective verbal noun; -: morpheme break; =: clitic break.
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As a side note, we should mention that many color terms in Nenets, Enets,
and Nganasan are adjectives with a similative suffix in their structure. The
examples below illustrate the color term translated as ‘green’.

(2) Nenets: ŋamdePlaha ‘grass-like’, where ŋamdeP is ‘grass’ (Tereščenko 1982, 214);
pad́ araha ‘bile-like’, where pad́ a is ‘bile’ (ibid., 214)

Nganasan: ń otErEku ‘grass-like’, where ń otE is ‘grass’ (Kostjorkina et al. 2001, 119)

Enets: poδ́ eraha ‘bile-like’, where poδ́ e is ‘bile’ (Mikola 1995, 92)

These examples demonstrate that equivalents for the word ‘green’ in
Northern Samoyedic languages are related either to the word ‘grass’, which
is associated with the universal human environment (‘things that grow out
of the ground’), or to the word ‘bile’ referring to the near-universal biology
of living beings (‘fluid, ‘juice’ produced by the liver of most vertebrates’)
(Wierzbicka 1996, 306; 308). Despite the fact that the dictionaries pro-
vide only one equivalent ‘green’ for both words, their clear morphological
structure suggests that the words denoting the color likened to grass and
the color likened to bile are definitely not identical in meaning. At this
point, we may loosely assume that the minimal contrast here is connected
with the characteristic ‘light/dark’. The ‘grass-like’ green means a light
color, whereas the ‘bile-like’ green may be described as being dark-green
to yellowish brown.

Some other examples of color terms formed after the pattern noun
plus similative suffix include:

a.(3) Nenets

blue: ś unraha ‘smoke-like’, numlaha ‘sky-like’, where num is the ‘sky’; where
ś un is ‘smoke’ (Kuprijanova et al. 1985, 102)

scarlet: Bėjaraha ‘blood-like’, where Bėja is ‘blood’ (Tereščenko 1982, 183)

red: ś elBraha ‘clotted blood-like’, where ś elB is ‘clotted blood’ (Tereščenko
2003, 544)

b. Enets

blue: ś udraha ‘smoke-like’, where ś ud(o) is ‘smoke’ (Sorokina & Bolina
2001, 132, 277)

c. Nganasan

blue: ŋuo ś ahdrEky ‘sky body-like’, where ŋuo is the ‘sky’ and ś ahd is ‘body,
flesh’ (Kostjorkina et al. 2001, 138, 248)

grey: ḱ intErEku ‘smoke-like’, where ḱ intE is ‘smoke’ (ibid., 64, 344)

black: kularEku ‘raven-like’, where kulaPa is ‘raven’ (ibid., 72, 371)
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From the data given, it is obvious that all these adjectives are derived from
concrete nouns denoting the notions regularly observable by the Northern
Samoyedic people in their everyday life. Since the color terms have never
been the subject of a special study in Samoyedology, this problem requires
careful and comprehensive research in the future.

Specificity of comparative constructions of similarity in Northern
Samoyedic languages is due to the fact that they are made by a nominal
unit with a comparative component, i.e., the similative affix, and therefore
synthetically express a standard and a parameter of comparison.

The semantic structure of comparison could be generally understood
as the correlation between the meaning of a comparee and the meaning
of a standard (Mezenin 1969, 8). The lexical meanings of the comparison
constituents are classified into the following groups:

(4) X1 – names of a person or a group of people

X2 – names of parts of a human body

X3 – names of animals

X4 – names of parts of animal bodies

X5 – names of mythological creatures

X6 – names of elements of inanimate nature and objects

X7 – names of substances

X8 – names of instruments of labor and their parts

X9 – names of weapons and their parts

X10 – names of natural phenomena

X11 – names of plants and their parts

X12 – names of religious attributes

X13 – names of various manifestations of animate and inanimate natures

The lexical meaning marked by the sign X with a corresponding numeric
notation may belong to both the comparee and the standard of comparison.

In comparative constructions of similarity the standard of compari-
son is always the bearer of the ‘old’ information; its deferential features are
well known to the native speaker. The deferential features of the comparee
(which also is the object of cognition) manifest themselves only in relation
to the standard of comparison. Although being different from the compa-
ree, the standard of comparison at the same time shares some common
features with the comparee. When two entities are likened to each other,
the speaker chooses the most significant one from among the deferential
features – the feature inherent in both the comparee and the standard of
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comparison. It is this feature that structurally serves as the parameter of
comparison and ontologically enables the speaker to open new qualities in
the comparee in order to show the comparee in a different perspective.

By the nature of the chosen quality, the differential features could be
classified into the following types:

1. Qualitatively-defining features which denote various physical qualities
of the object.

(a) Shape

a.(5) Nenets

Тад ŋоб таняхуна нибяраха сохоя нимня ŋадимя. 
tad ŋob tań a-huna ń ib́ a-raha
then suddenly here-loc.sg needle-similative

sohoj-a ń imń a

high.pointed.bald.mountain.with.a.wide.base-augm under

ŋad́ iḿ a-∅-∅
come.into.view-ind.praes-3.sg.s

‘Then he has suddenly found himself here at the pointed bald needle-like moun-
tain with a wide base.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 127)

b. Nganasan

ń er@ni
˘
P m@nu-r@ku d́ igaP-ku

in.front.of egg-similative mountain-dim

ŋ@tumi
˘
-P@-∅

come.into.sight-ind.perf-3.sg.s

‘He has found himself in front of the mountain which looks like an egg.’
(Tereščenko 1979, 109)

c. Enets
Эбар козэда лохи эбараха. 
eba-r kozeda loh́ i eba-raha
head-poss.2.sg shaggy tussock[-gen] top-similative

‘Your head is shaggy like the top of the tussock.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

(b) Appearance and external manifestations

a.(6) Nenets

num-laha toP-ja-Ê ś id́ a-da ś o-Pja-da

sky-similative lake-augm-gen.sg two-poss.3.sg channel-augm-poss.3.sg

‘The lake which looks like the sky has two channels.’ (Tereščenko 1990, 123)
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b. Nganasan

тыбийкиа анiгє, тыбийкагкурєкы 
ti
˘
b́ ijḱ ia ań ig@ ti

˘
b́ ijka-gku-r@ki

˘
boy big boy-dim-similative

‘a big boy like a small boy’ (Daniel & Gusev 2003)

c. Enets
Дëа дяра иблег незараха. 
d́ oa d́ ara-a-∅ ibĺ eg ń e-za-raha

Dyoa cry-ind.praes-3.sg.s little child-poss.3.sg-similative

‘Dyoa is crying like a little child.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

(c) Color

a.(7) Nenets

Енко ŋэвада теда’ ŋадимдана яля’ нярмраха. 
jen-ko ŋeBa-da t́ edaÊ ŋad́ imda-na

hemp-dim head-poss.3.sg now appear-prp

jaĺ a-Ê ń arm-raha

day-gen.sg reddish.color-similative

‘Her head of the hemp color is now like the reddish color of the appearing day.’
(Tereščenko 1990, 43)

b. Nganasan

Тєндє дикараґа нииде тахариабє неначаґку тєсиєsє нëрумує 

коруsаґагўмўрє тахариаиґ њануємєны сильби дюкєрєкы тє. 
t@@nd@ d́ ikara-ga ń iid́ e tahaŕ iab@

that[-gen] mountain-augm[-gen] alongside now

nenač́ ag-ku t@ś i@s@ ń orumu-@ korusa-ga-ǵ uḿ u-r@

huge-dim now brass-adj house-augm-affirm-poss.2.sg

tahaŕ iaig ŋanu@-m@ni
˘

ś iĺ b́ i d́ uk@-r@ki
˘

t@@

now real-prol blood.clot[-gen] piece-similative indeed
‘On the side of the mountain now there is a huge brass house, indeed it is red
like a piece of blood clot.’ (Lamber 1997: Djajku)

c. Enets
Чихи деон няба сырную сылейг сырараха. 
č́ ih́ i d́ eon ń aba si

˘
rnuju si

˘
ĺ ejg si

˘
ra-raha

this for purpose hare in winter white snow-similative

‘And this is why a hare in winter is white like snow.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)
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(d) Quality of the substance

a.(8) Nenets

ś an-P jerba-ta ŋamza-da iP-laha

however.much-gen rip-prp carcass-poss.3.sg water-similative

‘No matter how much I am ripping [the giant], his flesh [flows together] like
water.’ (Tereščenko 1990, 47)

b. Enets
Чикир бэсэрха чида сама εза. 
č́ iḱ i-r bese-rha č́ i-da sama E-za-∅

this-poss.2.sg iron-similative fly-prp animal be-praes-3.sg.s

‘Your friend will be an iron-like bird.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 97)

(e) Stability

(9) Nenets

Мань нэкалпа'на вэсы сюдбяр переня салраха. 
mań nekal-paP-na Besi

˘
ś udb́ a-r ṕ eŕ e-ń a

I seize-vacond-poss.gen.1.sg old athlete-poss.2.sg hold.oneself-prp

sal-raha

stub-similative

‘When I seize [him], the old athlete holds himself like a stub.’ (Tereščenko 1990, 127)

2. Functional features which indicate the intended use of the objects.

a.(10) Nenets

Вэнеку манма: «Ервхаюни таняŋаха’. Сидя нярава сядэйха’ – няби хасаварха 

няби нерха.» 
Beń eku man=ma=∅-∅ jerB-haju-ń i

dog say=prtcl=ind.praes-3.sg.s master-du-poss.1.sg

tań a-∅-ŋahaÊ ś id́ a ń araBa ś adej-haÊ

have-ind.praes-3.du.s two brass idol-du

ń ab́ i hasaBa-rha ń ab́ i ń e-rha

one man-similative the other woman-similative

‘The dog says, “I have two masters. Two brass idols – one [of them] is like a
man, the other is like a woman”.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 123)

b. Enets
Бу’ уйза нэ уйраха эбидь. 
bu-Ê uj-za ne uj-raha e-b́ i-d́

he-gen breast-poss.3.sg woman breast-similative be-ind.perf-3.sg.r

‘His breast was like the breast of a woman.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)
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c. Nganasan

Коуту диндi?ə, Коубтуму ŋуə раадивəрəку. 
kou-tu d́ ind́ i-P@-∅ koubtumu ŋu@ raad́ iv@-r@ku
ear-poss.3.sg hear-ind.perf-3.sg.s Koubtumu god radio-similative

‘His ear has heard it, god Koubtumu is like the radio.’ (Helimski 1994, 62)

3. Quantitative features which indicate the quantity of the objects.

(11) Nenets

ń ab́ i heB-had ja-raha-P sajuB-P taŋo-mi
˘

ja-raha
other side-abl.sg earth-similative-pl force-pl summer-pp earth-similative2

‘From both sides the earth-like forces of enemies are similar to the summer earth.’
(Tereščenko 1990, 126)

3.3. Inflectional function of the affixes

In the Northern Samoyedic languages, comparison of two discrete entities
(the object comparison) is opposed to comparison of more or less expanded
situations (the situational comparison). Both types of comparison have a
similar logical structure. The difference between them is that in the case
of object comparison the analyzed suffixes mark the noun, whereas for
situational comparison they mark the verb. When these suffixes are added
to the verbal stem, they perform the inflectional function. The situational
comparison by similarity can be rendered with the help of the phrases
‘seem to be like’, ‘it seems that/as if’, and ‘it looks like/as if’.

(12) Nenets

a.
heB-hana-nta ś iB hehe

side-loc.sg-poss.3.sg seven hehe-hehe (guardian-spirit)
ŋamč́ u-Bi

˘
mal-ŋ@ tu leju-∅-raha-P

sit-pp all-transl fire flare.up-praes-approx-3.pl.s

‘By his [heavenly father’s] side seven guardian-spirits are sitting. They are all
as if the fire is blazing.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 115)

2 The word ‘earth’ is used to mean a very large number of forces that cover all the
sweep of vision.
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b. Мята мюй мал турха. 
ḿ a-ta ḿ uj mal tu-rha

tent-poss.3.sg inside all fire-similative

‘His tent inside is all like fire.’ (ibid., 128)

In the available works devoted to Northern Samoyedic grammar, the verbal
forms marked by the affixes under study have received different status and
names.

In the grammatical publications based on the Nenets language, the
forms marked by the suffixes -raha-/-laha- are relatively unanimously given
the status of a verbal mood. Castrén believes that -raha-/-laha- are the
marker of the Optative mood: “Dieser Modus, der nur im Jurakischen
verkommt, zeichnet sich durch der Charakter rawa, lawa aus: z.B. tôra-
wa, er möchte (würde) kommen, adlawa, er möchte (würde) schinden. Wie
die Syntax näher nachweist, ist dieser Modus seiner Bedeutung nach etwas
unbestimmt und was die Etymologie betrieft, so bin ich nicht im Stande ei-
ne befriedigende Erklärung des seinem Aussehen nach zusammengesetzten
Charakters zu geben” (Castrén 1854/1969, 370). Sebestyén also consid-
ers -raha-/-laha- to be the markers of mood, although not Optative but
Precative, and associates their origin with the verbal noun: “Eigentlich ist
der Prekativ auch ein Verbalnomen, dessen Suffix dadurch entstanden ist,
dass das Suffix *ka, *ke mit dem intensiv-effektiven Suffix -r verbunden
wurde” (Sebestyén 1970, 214). In this connection Künnap notes that the
first elements of these affixes -ra-, -la- seem to be identical with the mark-
ers of the Optative: “Auf jeden Fall scheint die Anfangskomponente dieses
Zeichens -ra-, -l’a- mit dem jenisseisamojedischen Optativzeichen -ra, la-
z.B. to/ra ‘käme er doch’ – identisch zu sein” (Künnap 1978, 104–105).

In grammars of Nenets, this mood is listed under various names, such
as the Comparative mood (Boller 1857, 262), the Suppositional mood (Ver-
bov 1973, 99), the mood of a Seeming Action (Labanauskas 1982, 283;
Burkova 2004, 367), the Approximative mood (Salminen 1997, 98), the
Similative mood (Ljublinskaja & Maljčukov 2007, 449).

In Enets, forms with the suffix -rhaf-/-rha-/-laha- have been treated
as a mood in the works of Labanauskas, where they were mentioned as the
Second Suppositional mood (Labanauskas 2002, 56) and by Mikola, who
termed these verbal forms as Probabilitive 1 (Mikola 1995, 21).

In Nganasan, the morphemes -raku-/-ragu-/-laku-/-lagu- are not found
in the inflectional function and for this reason they are mostly regarded
as form-building suffixes commonly known as similative (Tereščenko 1979,
140; Boldt 1989, 68) or comparative (Gusev 2007, 442). The only two ex-
amples provided by Tereščenko (1973, 143) cannot be considered forms
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of the verbal mood since they illustrate the use of the participles in the
predicate function.

(13) Nganasan

a. Кундуатуорəгуŋ. 
kundua-tuo-r@gu-ŋ
sleep-prp-similative-2.sg.s

‘It looks like you are sleeping.’ (Tereščenko 1973, 143)

b. Тəнə тумтəтуорəгум. 
t@n@ tumt@-tuo-r@gu-m

you [-acc] remember-prp-similative-1.sg.s

‘It looks like I recognized you.’ (idem.)

3.3.1. Terminology

In the Samoyedic languages, verbal moods are mostly a morphological
means of expressing modality, but sometimes they also express evidential-
ity. When this is the case, we speak of evidential moods. Evidentiality is
defined as a linguistic category whose primary meaning is the source of
information (Aikhenvald 2006, 320). It is a verbal grammatical category
in its own right and it does not bear any straightforward relationship to
truth, the validity of a statement, or the speaker’s responsibility (idem.).
“It is not a subcategory of any modality, or of tense-aspect” (ibid., 7). The
most general classification of evidential meanings is based on the distinc-
tion of direct (visual and non-visual) and indirect (inferred and reported)
evidentials (De Haan 2008). For an exhaustive cross-linguistic typological
study of evidentiality, see Aikhenvald (2004).

The modern literature unanimously recognizes that modality has be-
come one of the most challenging areas of linguistic studies in recent years.
However, despite the current flurry of publications devoted to modality,
this notion has not yet received a generally accepted definition which ex-
haustively embraces all its aspects. The extreme standpoints on modality
are boiled down to understanding it in a narrow sense as “the area of
meaning that lies between yes and no – the intermediate ground between
positive and negative polarity” (Halliday 1985, 356) and in a broad sense
as “the attitude of the speaker to what he is saying” (Bublitz 1978, 6–9).
Difficulties associated with defining modality, as well as classifying and
describing the realization of various modal meanings, constitute only a
particular case of a multifaceted problem of modality, the problem that
goes far beyond the scope of linguistics. Modality has been an object of
intensive research not only by linguistics but also by other scientific dis-
ciplines, such as logic, philosophy, and psychology. The interdisciplinary
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efforts have inevitably triggered an active exchange of new discoveries and
original ideas among linguists. They have caused a significant divergence
in the theoretical understanding of modality and in the evaluation of its
status in language status and semantic scope. In typological and func-
tional linguistics, the groundwork was laid by Palmer (2001) and Auwera
and Plungian (1998), scholars who contributed to the collection of pa-
pers in Bybee & Fleischman (1995) and Givón (2001). In formal semantics
the most influential works are Wright (1951); Kratzer (1981), and Port-
ner (2009). The investigation of modality in cognitive linguistics is based
on the works of Mortelmans (2007) and Nuyts (2001). In philosophy of
language, the problems of linguistic modality are targeted in the works of
Lewis (1985) and Devitt & Sterelny (1999).

In addition to the above problems, within the framework of linguis-
tics itself there exist serious difficulties connected with establishing and
describing modality as a cross-linguistic grammatical category. The main
“stumbling blocks” frequently mentioned in linguistic literature are the ab-
sence of a single semantic feature with which modality may be correlated,
the notoriously vague and often diffuse semantics of the modal systems in
different languages, and the subtle and endlessly intricate empirical details
(Palmer 1999, 229; Barker & Kennedy 2009, xi). Moreover, a sophisticated
structure of modality can be expressed by a wide variety of its means of
expression which are found at all the linguistic levels (phonetic, lexical,
lexico-syntactic, and syntactic) and often do not coincide from language
to language.

Another important issue raised in the literature concerns the distinc-
tion between ‘modality’ and ‘mood’. Being expressed by linguistic means
modality becomes a grammatical category. And, just as there exist bit-
ter theoretical debates about the essence of modality, so too there exist
debates about the essence of mood. Traditional linguistic studies often
note that mood overlaps with modality and that semantically they are not
opposed to each other. This gives the grounds to use the two labels inter-
changeably in some languages (Plungjian 2003, 309; Bauer 2004, 69). As
Kiefer observes, some linguists make a distinction between ‘sentence mood’
and ‘verbal mood’. The former is understood as a semantic category, the
modal value of sentence types whereas the latter is viewed as a morphosyn-
tactic category (Kiefer 1999, 224; Davidsen-Nielsen 1990; Akmajian et al.
2010, 591). Also, there is a point of view according to which mood is not
one, but a set of morphological categories that express a speaker’s degree
of commitment to the expressed proposition’s believability, obligatoriness,
desirability, or reality (Aronoff & Fudeman 2011, 266). A radically different
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approach is put forth by Mel’čuk (1998) who treats modality and mood as
two unconnected categories.

Despite all these controversies, the classical definition of mood is based
on the facts that it is “a purely morphological category of the verb” (Palmer
1999, 229) and that “what is covered by mood may differ from one language
to another” (Bauer 2004, 69).

In this paper, we will regard modality as a multifold notional category
which covers the following semantic aspects:

(i) Internal modality is the relationship of the subject/object of the
action to the performed action; for the object it is the relationship to
the action which it undergoes. This type of modal relationship reflects an
assessment of the connection between the subject/object of factuality and
the feature assigned to it from the point of view of the mode of existence
of this relationship: whether that be possibility, necessity, or desirability.

(ii) External objective modality is the relationship of the sentence
content to factuality in the plane of reality/irreality. This type of modality
is an obligatory characteristic of any utterance. It is one of the categories
that forms a predicative unit – a sentence.

In the system of moods, real actions are those which not only were
performed or are being performed within a designated period of time, but
also are actions, the reality of whose performance is possible, necessary,
desirable (internal modality), or only supposed (elements of irreality).

The core of reality is actuality. It reflects the existence which does
not contain elements associated with such modal meanings as irreality,
potentiality, unreliability, somebody else’s experience, etc. The meaning
of actuality finds its immediate expression in the situation of the Actual
Present, which is the situation ‘I – now – here – this’. The Actual Present
denotes the highest degree of reality, i.e., experienced, perceived, concrete,
and evident (Bondarko 1990a, 72).

Irreality/hypotheticality denotes – from the point of view of the speak-
er – a supposed action which in a particular context acquires various modal
and expressive-emotional overtones: wish, encouragement, contrition, etc.
The conditional character of performing this action – that is, dependence
on some conditions, causes, situations – is implied, but is not expressed
by lingual means (Šentsova 1998, 35–37). The action is spoken of as if
it existed in factuality but only conditionally. If the sentence contains a
definite condition, cause, or situation the action is interpreted as being
real (Ermolaeva 1987, 70).

Irreality is connected with reality through the sphere of potentiality,
which includes unreality; because of this connection between reality and
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irreality in their qualitative distinctness there exist gradual transitions. In
general, potentiality denotes the ability of a situation or thing ‘to be not
what it is’, i.e., the ability to be changed from the point of view of sub-
stance, quality, quantity, place, time, and some other factors (Bondarko
1990a, 75). The integral meaning of potentiality covers various categorial
meanings of external objective modality (imperativity, optativity, hypo-
theticality, conditionality) and external subjective modality (possibility,
necessity, reliability, obligatoriness, intentionality), and can accompany the
utterances of different communicative types.

Unreal actions are actions that either were not performed or are not
being performed within a designated period of time – implied negation is
an objective factor, but these actions are spoken about in a conditional
manner: as if they had been performed or were being performed – i.e.,
absence of direct indication of negation.

(iii) External subjective modality combines the meanings of external
objective modality and the assessment of an utterance by its originator.
The semantic components of this modality – reliability, possibility, proba-
bility, obligatoriness, intentionality, and evaluation of the trustworthiness
of information – supplement the basic characteristics of external objective
and communicative modalities. External subjective modality also includes
the notion of assessment as well as various kinds of emotional (irrational)
reaction.

(iv) Communicative modality covers the meanings of declaration, in-
terrogation, and inducement.

(v) Emotive modality deals with expressive/non-expressive utter-
ances. Emotivity expresses subjective reactions of the speaker and as such
is closely connected with expressivity and assessment.

Crosslinguistic studies of the grammatical category of mood prove
that any of these five aspects of modality can be expressed by morpho-
logical means. This explains why the semantics of this category is not
identical in different languages (Ermolaeva 1987, 12). In view of the fact
that different sets of the aforesaid types of modality may be expressed by
different formal means, the definition of the category of mood should be
quite broad and allow concretization in particular languages in different
periods of their developments. Therefore, we define mood as “an inflec-
tional category of the verb that can express any of the above-distinguished
aspects of modality” (Kuznetsova 1995, 73; Kuznetsova & Usenkova 2003,
266).
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3.3.2. The paradigm of the Approximative

In our description, the regular paradigm of the Approximative in Nenets
and Enets is built on the opposition of three persons (1, 2, 3), three num-
bers (singular, dual, plural), three types of conjugation (subjective, objec-
tive, objectless/reflexive), and includes the personal endings common for
all the moods. The Approximative is realized in one of four tenses: present,
past, perfect, future. The place of the Approximative suffix in a word de-
pends on the structure of the tense affixes and will be described at length
further in section 3.3.5.

3.3.3. The paradigmatic meaning of the Approximative

The paradigmatic meaning of the Approximative is external objective
modality of irreality complicated by the meaning of subjective visual per-
ception. In this meaning the Approximative is used in declarative descrip-
tive sentences of irreal comparison.

Sentences with the situational comparison have a remarkable peculiar-
ity: if the comparee denotes the situation in the most generalized sense it is
not verbalized and, thus, the sentence contains only the standard marked
by the Approximative suffix. This generalized situation may be associated
with various existential, behavioral, physiological and psychological states.
It is uncontrolled in the sense that the subject-agent does not intention-
ally perform the action, the result of which does not coincide with the
object of intention and which is regarded as being not determined by the
preceding action (Zaliznjak 1992, 64). As a rule, the perceiving subject
lends a generalized character to the situation because the context makes
it self-evident.

(14) Nenets

Тад сыла ŋани’ ик’ марць’ нимня Ŋарка ŋаядал не’ мэта иняхана сякаладараха. 
tad si

˘
la-∅-∅ ŋań iÊ ik-Ê

then look-ind.praes-3.sg.g again neck-gen.sg

marć -Ê ń imń a ŋarka ŋajadal ń e-Ê

shoulder-gen.sg over elder monkey woman-gen.sg

meta iń a-hana ś akala-da-raha-∅
used strap-loc.sg bite-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘Then she [woman] looked again over shoulder, the Elder monkey seemed to be
biting a woman’s rein.’ (Tereščenko 1990, 196)

In fact, the sentences of irreal comparison demonstrate the relations of
causality rather than similarity. The semantic structuring of the forms
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marked by the Approximative may be represented by the following two
stages.

In the first stage, a real situation causes the speaker’s opinion which
is rendered by the words ‘the impression is gained that. . . ’.

(15) Nenets

medarkana ń e tarć a-ŕ i Bada-ŕ i-mÊ

limping woman such-limit speech-limit-acc.sg

ŋat́ eBeko-∅-raha-∅ ṕ in-Ê t́ i t́ ibt́ id́ ej-∅-P

wait-praes-approx-3.sg.s street-dat.sg here step.outside-ind.praes-3.sg.r

‘A limping woman seemed just as if she was waiting for such words [the impression
is gained that a limping woman was waiting for such words], she stepped outside.’

(Tereščenko 1990, 60)

In the second stage, the semantic representation of a comparative construc-
tion allows two interpretations: (1) a real situation causes a goal which is
interpreted by the perceiving subject as follows: an irreal situation exposes
the inner essence of a real situation, or (2) a real situation causes an impres-
sion that there is a causative connection between it and another situation.
The second way of reading the semantic representation becomes possible
due to the fact that the goal can be regarded as an intrinsic motive.

(16) Nenets

Ламдик ёнэй ŋэварида яры. Пыда мантараха: «Не начекы, тарем тась 

харвавāбат, тахав». 
lamd́ ik jonej ŋeBa-ŕ i-da jari

˘
-∅-∅

Lamdik middle head-limit-poss.3.sg turn-ind.praes-3.sg.s

pi
˘
da man-ta-raha-∅ ń e nač́ eki

˘
taŕ em

he say-praes-approx-3.sg.s woman child so

ta-ś harBaBā-bat ta-ha-B

bring-vainf wish-vnipf give-imp-1.sg.s

‘The middle son of Lamdik has only turned his head, it was as if he was saying,
“Young girl, if this is your wish, I will do this.”.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 93)

3.3.4. The meaning of ‘seemingness’

Besides the semantics of irreality and implied conditionality, the paradig-
matic meaning of the Approximative contains the comparative component
which imparts to the constructions of irreal comparison of equality (simi-
larity) a strong subjective character and signals the presence of the speaker.
Situations modeled by comparative constructions are an object of mental
processing, namely, an object of perception, knowledge, and evaluation.
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Comparative constructions can be as diverse as the perceptions of the
world by different speakers are. Hence, the utterances of irreal compara-
tives are characterized by the subjectified manner of reporting information,
because the ‘relationship of similarity already brings modal connotations’
(Gisborne & Holmes 2007, 21).

Due to the meaning of subjectivity expressed by comparatives, the
Approximative expresses external subjective modality, in particular, the
semantics of ‘seemingness’ which is defined as subjective impression or
subjective perception (Semjonova 2004, 151). In general, seemingness inte-
grates in its semantics the modal meaning of subjectivity and the evidential
meaning of visuality. In Nenets and Enets, the Approximative forms are
employed when the observer obtains direct visual information about the
real state of things, but for some reason does not trust this information
(Bulygina & Šmeljov 1993, 80). It follows that the semantics of ‘seem-
ingness’ favours the formation of ‘uncertain reports’. Uncertainty of the
speaker in the veracity of the situation is connected with the feature of
‘sufficiency/insufficiency’ of the information which provides the quantita-
tive assessment of the available information and the degree of its veracity
(Ioanesân 1993, 94).

a.(17) Nenets

ŋarka Baj ḿ a-kad ŋad́ iḿ a-∅-∅ ma-∅-∅

elder Vaj tent-abl.sg appear-ind.praes-3.sg.s say-ind.praes-3.sg.s

jeptoB amge-m mane-ŋa-ne-jP tajna hanjada

brother what-acc.sg see-ŋa-prp-poss.1.du there catch
ŋe-∅-rha-∅

be-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘The elder Vaj has come out of the tent and said, “Brother, what do you see?”
“It seems that there is a catch [rein-deer] there”.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 85)

b. Enets
Кутōхинэ инэни но сōмобизо. Тэ̄йно озизарха, фуадо тэ̄йно модярāби. 
kutōh́ ine ine-ni ń i sōmo-b́ i-zo

from.time.to.time elder.brother on cast.a.glance-perf-1.sg.s

tējno oź i-za-rha-∅ fuado tējno mod́ arā-b́ i-∅

so appear-praes-approx-3.sg.s all.the.time so work-perf-3.sg.s

‘Occasionally I cast a glance at my elder brother. So it seems as if he is working
so all the time.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 136)

The criterion of veracity means that the information gained visually is
ranked highest in the hierarchy of information types. It is followed by
information obtained through other sensory (but non-visual) perception.
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Next in the hierarchy is context-dependent information, i.e., the descrip-
tion of the logical inference based on indirect evidence. Second-hand in-
formation occupies the next, lower, level. At the bottom of the hierarchy
is context-independent information (Ioanesân 1993, 94).

Expressing the meaning of ‘seemingness’, the Approximative implies
that the situation is perceived visually; the observer is in direct contact
with the situation under evaluation. Hence, the Approximative describes
events the probability of whose realization is high. At the same time, these
situations could be characterized by problematic reliability inasmuch as
impediments during perception prevent the observer from obtaining suffi-
cient information (Beljaeva 1990, 165–169).

So far, the sensory nature of the Approximative has not received
due attention and clear interpretation in Samoyedology. Only a passing
mention is made in recent descriptions of the Nenets evidentials: the Ap-
proximative may express an ‘impressive’ meaning understood as uncertain
evaluation of the veracity of information obtained through direct percep-
tion (Burkova 2004, 370; Ljublinskaja & L. 2007, 451). It is obvious that
this observation of direct sensory (visual?) experience strongly speaks to
the interpretation of the Approximative as a specific direct knowledge ev-
idential, which could be called ‘uncertain visual’. Regarding the visual, in
Nganasan, there is a viewpoint that the evidentiality system is based on
the opposition of an unmarked visual versus other marked evidentials. The
former is expressed by the forms of the Indicative, Interrogative, and other
non-evidential moods whereas the latter are expressed by special eviden-
tial moods (Gusev 2007, 417). The possibility of a language to display
two types of the visual – an unmarked visual and an uncertain visual – is
rarely reported in typology (Palmer 2001, 50), and it is quite questionable.
Therefore, we share the opinion that the unmarked situation cannot be re-
garded as an evidential. “If the verb is unmarked for evidentiality, it may
refer to visual information, but it does not have to. This interpretation
is consistent with a general tendency for information acquired visually to
be less formally marked than the information acquired through any other
source” (Aikhenvald 2004, 50).

(18) Nenets

hasaBa man=ma=∅-∅ t́ ike=heBa=r
man say=prtcl=ind.praes-3.sg.s this=prtcl=poss.2.sg
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ń eneć aŋ=gaBa ŋe-da-raha-∅=ń o t́ ukuÊ med-Ba

human.being=prtcl be-praes-approx-3.sg.s=prtcl upwards place-vnipf

‘[Let it be so, the girl came into the tent and fainted.] The man has said, “It seems
that it is a human being, lift her up!”’ (Tereščenko 1990, 197)

In situations of uncertain visual perception described by the Approxima-
tive, the notion of observability plays a key role. In a broad sense, observ-
ability also could be understood as the property of an object of a real or
semblant (existing in senses, memory, imagination, etc.) situation to be
perceived at a definite moment of time. The perceiving subject and the
perceived object are connected by the perceptual act: in absence of one,
the other cannot exist. The subject perceives an object by vision only when
it is within sight; the object is perceived only when there is a perceiving
subject who is either adjusted to perception or involuntarily perceives the
object. The act of perception is dynamic. It proceeds at a definite time and
is conditioned by both the degree of adjustment of the subject’s perceptive
system (efforts, attention, eye movement, etc.) and by environmental con-
ditions (‘density’ of the environment, illuminance, availability of optical
instruments to strengthen visual ability, etc.).

Visually perceived characteristics of the object are categorized by
the perceiving subject as manifestations of the subject’s emotional states.
When performing mental activity, the perceiving subject functions simul-
taneously as the observer and the knower. However, the perceived object
by itself is not the carrier of necessary information. A human gives the ob-
ject informational significance only after the perceived entity enters into
definite relation with the observer’s knowledge and experience.

(19) Nenets

teta habt luca-Ê saŋo-da

a.rich.reindeer.herder castrated Russian-gen.sg look-poss.3.sg

jaB-Ê ń ajuÊ haja-∅-∅

sea-gen.sg in.the.direction.of go-ind.praes-3.sg.s

ma-mba-ta ma-∅-∅-ś =ń oP haj jaB-Ê

say-dur-prp say-praes-3.sg.s-ind.past=prtcl oh sea-gen.sg

ń aŋi
˘

ŋano ŋe-da-raha-∅=ń oP

from.the.side boat be-praes-approx-3.sg.s=prtcl

‘A rich reindeer herder, a castrated Russian, looked at the sea. He says, “Oh, it
seems that there is a boat on the sea.”’ (Tereščenko 1990, 260)
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The meaning of ‘seemingness’ has an ontological foundation: since reality
reflected in language is complicated and multi-faceted, a human’s knowl-
edge about reality is incomplete. One of the factors that conditions the ori-
gin of this meaning is – as mentioned earlier – ‘impediments’ in perception.
These impediments may be connected with both functional and psycho-
logical states of the perceiving subject – hearing sensitivity, poor memory,
fatigue, overexcitement – as well as with conditions of the environment
such as, for instance, unwanted sounds or distorted, unclear, and not quite
loud acoustic signals.

a.(20) Nenets

mań ń aju-ń i ń e

I in.the.direction.of-poss.gen.1.sg woman

joŋgamja-∅-P=ń o ń enaP

look.back-ind.praes-3.sg.r=prtcl too much

ń abako-ḿ i ŋeBi
˘
-da-rha-∅=ń o

elder.sister-poss.1.sg be-praes-approx-3.sg.s=prtcl

‘When she looked back at my side, it seemed to me that she resembled my elder
sister too much.’ (Tereščenko 1990, 238)

b. Enets
Накую мякон каяй каса нида Дëнайку эзарахаби. 

nakuju ḿ a-kon kaja-j kasa

other tent-loc stay-pp brother

ń i-da d́ onajku e-za-raha-b́ i-∅

name-poss.2.sg Dyonaku be-praes-approx-perf-3.sg.s

‘The other brother who stayed in the tent seemed to be known by the name
Dyonajku.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

In the context of impeded perception, the perceived entity may be ill-
defined. As a result, its image is composed of many small features. More-
over, paralinguistic signals of the perceived entity may not always be de-
coded and interpreted precisely; there may be differences in interpreting
the relations which connect the emotional state of the perceived entity
(person) with the external expression (Semjonova 2004, 152).

a.(21) Nenets

t́ ikaBana taŕ emÊ si
˘
r-paP-ń i

along.that.place so look-vacond-poss.gen.1.sg

hameda-bP-na-ń i ś iB-Ê hun-kana

notice-vacond-na-poss.gen.1.sg seven-gen distance-loc.sg
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ja ŋe-∅-rha-∅

land be-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘When I looked all over that place I noticed that there seemed to be the land
at a distance of seven days.’ (Tereščenko 1990, 227)

b. Enets
Инэни нōконо мигуа дяза. Куройхуо ага карɛ дязазарха. 

ine-ń i nōkono ḿ igua

elder.brother-poss.1.sg to something

d́ aza-a-∅ kurojhuo aga kaŕ E d́ aza-za-rha-∅

go-ind.praes-3.sg.s some big fish go-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘Something is swimming to my elder brother. A big fish seems to be approach-
ing.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 136)

Another special case worthy of note includes situations in which the subject
observes the perceived entity in a dream by ‘internal sight’, that is, the
subject experiences perceiving the entity in unreality.

(22) Nenets

amge ṕ irkana lobeku ś id́ a Baj-haju-ta ń a
after.a.while Lobaku two Vaj-du-poss.3.sg friend

ma-∅-∅ jud́ e-ḿ i tań a-∅-∅

say-ind.praes-3.sg.s dream-poss.1.sg occur-ind.praes-3.sg.s

jud́ er-pa-na-ń i ś eń ej
see.prophetic.dream-vacond-na-poss.gen.1.sg previous

ŋedaĺ o-Ba-ń i ḿ umń a ŋob

ride.by.light.sledges-vnipf-poss.gen.1.sg on one

ŋedaĺ oda taĺ ń a ḿ iŋa-∅-∅ ś eń ej
rider then go-ind.praes-3.sg.s previous

hada-Bi
˘

ś ad padBi
˘

jerB ḿ in-č́ a-rha-∅ ś ad padBi
˘

jerB

kill-pp face tattooed master move-praes-approx-3.sg.s face tattooed master

iĺ e-na-rha-∅ to-∅-rha-∅
live-praes-approx-3.sg.s come-praes-approx-3.sg.s

ń i-∅-rha-Bi
˘
-∅ ha-P

not-praes-approx-perf-3.sg.s die-conneg

‘After a while Lobaku has said to his two friends Vaj, “I have seen a dream. In my
prophetic dream, one rider who was previously killed is going, he is following tracks
of my previous riding by light sledges, the master with a tattooed face seemed to
be moving. The master with a tattooed face seemed to be alive, seemed to be
coming. It seemed that he did not die.”’ (Labanauskas 2001, 89)
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The observer may contrast one and the same perceived entity, which was
seen by ‘internal sight’ in a dream, with the entity observed in reality.
In this case, the subject’s doubts when identifying the entity could be
explained not only by impediments during perception but also by imper-
fections of memory.

(23) Nenets

ŋarka Baj lobekon ma-∅-∅

elder Vaj Lobakon say-ind.praes-3.sg.s

jud́ ē-na mane-me-r č́ iki
˘

ŋe-da-ki
˘
-∅

dream-loc.sg see-pp=2.sg.o this be-praes-infer-3.sg.s

ŋaa č́ ika-r ŋe-∅-rha-∅=ń uP

yes this-poss.gen.2.sg be-praes-approx-3.sg.s=prtcl

ś ijaka-ḿ i juŋgu-∅-∅
lies-poss.gen.1.sg be.absent-ind.praes-3.sg.s

‘The elder Vaj Lobakon says, “Apparently this is the person who you have seen in
your dream?” “Yes, it seems that this is the one. I do not lie.”’

(Labanauskas 2001, 87)

3.3.5. The forms of the Approximative mood and their interaction

with the category of tense in Nenets and Enets

In Samoyedic linguistics, the study of the mood system is in an incompa-
rably better position in Nenets than in Enets. In the period from the 1970s
to the 1990s, a series of papers by K. Labanauskas were devoted to several
Nenets moods, published in Linguistica Uralica. Also, Labanauskas pro-
vided the first detailed treatment of the Nenets ‘naklonenie kaжuwegos�

de�stvi�’, termed in our work as the Approximative. In particular, he
distinguished and described four different forms of this mood. Another se-
rious attempt to coherently analyze the Nenets mood system was made by
T. Salminen at the end of 1990s. The result has been the elaboration of a
highly branched system of eighteen moods. Salminen notes that the four
forms of ‘naklonenie kaжuwegos� de�stvi�’ recognized by Labanauskas
equal his neologisms ‘the approximative mood’ and ‘the hyperprobabili-
tive mood’. The first form corresponds to the imperfective approximative
aorist, the second to the imperfective approximative preterite, the third
to the heperprobabilitive, and the fourth to the futuritive approximative.
Besides, Salminen distinguishes one more mood ‘the perfective approxi-
mative’ which, as he comments, is very rare and for this reason was not
recorded by Labanauskas (1982, 283–292; Salminen 1997, 98–99).
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The only scanty data about the conjugation of the discussed verbal
inflectional forms in Enets are available in a grammatical outline by La-
banauskas where these forms appear under the term ‘the second supposi-
tional mood’ (Labanauskas 2002, 56–57).

Since terminology regarding the Approximative forms is not unified
across the Northern Samoyedic languages, and in order to avoid termino-
logical confusion in our work, we will follow the distinction of four forms
suggested by Labanauskas (1982).

The first form of the Approximative interacts with an aorist (La-
banauskas 1982, 287), and refers to events that occurred without regard
to their extension over time, or to states resulting from them (Aikhenvald
2004, 391).

In Nenets, the first form of the Approximative is formed by adding
to the verb base one of the tense suffixes: -0-, -na-(-ń a), -da-(-d́ a-, -δa-,
-ta-) followed by the markers of the Approximative -raha-/-laha-(-rha-,
-ŕ ih́ i-, -rh́ i-, -rhe-) and personal verbal endings of the required type of
conjugation. It is worth mentioning that contrary to the most common
view in Nenets grammar that ‘zero morpheme’ is one of the aorist markers,
Salminen briefly observes that the cases with ‘zero morpheme’ plus the
suffix r0xa are better analyzed as deverbal derivations with the same suffix
(1997, 99).

(24) Иŋграв манту ихнянта манма: «Чедāв хэбнани саво ŋэрха.» 

iŋgraB mantu i-hń an-ta

Ingrav Enets mind-loc.sg-poss.3.sg

man=ma=∅-∅ č́ edāB

say=prtcl=ind.praes-3.sg.s now
he-b-na-ń i saBo ŋe-∅-rha-∅

leave-vacond-na-poss.gen.1.sg good be-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘An Enets, Ingrav has thought, “It seems to be good if I leave now”.’
(Labanauskas 2001, 16)

In Enets, the first form of the Approximative is built by adding to the verb
base the present tense affixes -0-, -da- (-za-) which are followed by the
markers of the Approximative -rhaf-/-laha- and personal verbal endings of
the required type of conjugation.

(25) Экихор онэй энчи идараха ŋa, оласнэ эзараха, парнэе. 

eḱ i-o-r onej enč́ i

this-limit-poss.2.sg genuine person
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i-da-raha-∅ ŋa-(P) olasne

not-praes-approx-3.sg.s be.smb-conneg witch

e-za-raha-∅ parneje
be-praes-approx-3.sg.s witch

‘It seems that this person is not a genuine person [= an Enets], she seems to be a
witch, a witch.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

The second form of the Approximative denotes an irreal (seeming) action
or state which precedes the moment of speaking. This form of the Approx-
imative is rarely found in the available published works on Nenets and
Enets.

In Nenets, the second form of the Approximative is generally con-
structed in the same manner as the first form of the Approximative. The
only difference is that the personal endings of the verb are followed by the
affix -ś or its phonetic variants. The second form of the Approximative is
often accompanied by such adverbial modifiers as ńēŕ ‘earlier’, śahaŋgaBá
‘some time ago’, ta maľŋgana ‘at that time’, teńeb”nańi ‘as far as I remem-
ber’, etc., as well as various verbs used in the Past Indicative (Labanauskas
1982, 288).

(26)

i-hń an-ta ma-∅-∅ hí b́ a

mind-loc.sg-poss.3.sg say-ind.praes-3.sg.s who

lahana-sa-∅ jud́ er-pa-na-ń i

converse-interr.past-3.sg.s see.prophetic.dream-vacond-na-poss.gen.2.sg

taŕ em ma-∅-lha-∅-ś č́ uku ja-had

so say-praes-approx-3.sg.s-past this land-abl.sg

he-bP saBo

leave-vacond good
‘He thought, “Who was speaking to me when I saw my prophetic dream? It seems
that this someone told me that it was good if I left this land.”’

(Labanauskas 2001, 67)

In Enets, the second form of the Approximative is formed similarly: the
Approximative suffixes -rhaf-/-laha- are placed between the tense affix -0-,
-da- (-za-) and the personal endings of the verb. The past tense affix -ś -
occupies the final position in the morphological structure of the word.

(27) моди митодархабоçь 

modi mita-da-rha-bo-ś

I give.back-praes-approx-1.sg.o-past

‘It seemed that I did not give [something] back.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 57)
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The third form of the Approximative denotes an irreal (seeming) action or
state which has been completed or was still happening before the moment
of speech. The third form of the Approximative can be regarded as a
specific type of perfect, namely, the perfect of result in which a present
state is referred to as being the result of some past situation: this is one
of the clearest manifestations of the present relevance of a past situation
(Comrie 1976, 56). Unlike the second form of the Approximative that refers
an action or state totally to the sphere of the past, the third form of the
Approximative emphasizes the current relevance of an action or state to
the moment of speaking. Contrast to the Perfect Indicative, the third form
of the Approximative denotes a past action regarding which the subject
has some doubts and therefore has to ambiguously describe this action.

In Nenets, the third form of the Approximative is formed from its first
form by adding the perfect affix -B́ i-/-Be-, followed by the personal verbal
endings of the required type of conjugation.

(28)

ń a-ḿ i taĺ iŕ e-∅-rha-Bi
˘
-P jet

sister-poss.1.sg become.sullen-praes-approx-perf-3.sg.r at all
lahana-Ba-n ń i-∅-∅ harBa-P

converse-vnipf-poss.gen.sg not-ind.praes-3.sg.s want-conneg

taŕ i ŋamč́ o-Ba ŋamdi
˘
-∅-∅

and.so be.situated-vnipf seat.oneself-ind.praes-3.sg.s

mun-da jungu-∅-∅

sound-poss.3.sg be.absent-ind.praes-3.sg.s

‘My sister seems to have become sullen. She does not want to talk at all. And so
she is sitting all the time and is making no noise.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 62)

In Enets, the third form of the Approximative is built in a similar manner:
the Approximative suffixes -rhaf-/-laha- are added to the present tense
affix and then are followed by the perfect suffix -bi- and the personal
verbal endings of the required type of conjugation.

(29) тонын кадрахаби 

toni
˘
n ka-d-raha-b́ i-∅

there die-praes-approx-perf-3.sg.s

‘It seems that she has died there.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 80)

The fourth form of the Approximative is used to denote an irreal (seeming)
action or state which will take place or will be going on after the moment of
speaking (Labanauskas 1982, 290). This form expresses modal future and
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it covers not only a forthcoming but also any potential action or state.
Due to this fact, the boundaries of the future tense become very ‘fluid’.

In Nenets, the fourth form of the Approximative is built by adding
to the verb base the future tense suffix -Banda- (-Bnda-, -Bnta-, -Bda-,
-manda-, -mda-, -da-) followed by the Approximative affixes -raha-/-laha-
(-rha-, -rh́ i-) and personal verbal endings of the verb.

(30) Вэсакохо’, пухучаха’ маŋаха’: «Хасава нюми амгэ тарча? Тадебя ŋэвандарха.» 

Besako-hoÊ puhuč́ a-haÊ ma-ŋahaÊ

old.man-loc.sg old.woman-loc.sg say-ind.praes.3.du.s

hasaBa ń u-ḿ i amge tarč́ a tad́ eb́ a ŋe-Banda-rha-∅

man child-poss.1.sg what such shaman be-fut-approx-3.sg.s

‘The old man and old woman have said, “Why is our son like this? It seems that
he will be a shaman.”’ (Labanauskas 2001, 67)

In Enets, the fourth form of the Approximative is built by adding the
future tense suffix -č́ uzo- to the verb base followed by the Approximative
affixes -rhaf(-)/-laha(-),and personal endings of the verb. This form of the
Approximative is seldom found in the Enets texts.

(31) Абурий десума, кāчузорхазо. 

abu-ŕ i-j d́ esu-ma-∅ kā-č́ uzo-rha-zo

head-limit-poss.1.sg ache-res-3.sg.s die-fut-approx-1.sg.s

‘Only my head is aching, it seems I am going to die.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 124)

3.3.6. Transposed use of the Approximative

As already mentioned, in the present paper, the semantics of the Approx-
imative is analyzed from a paradigmatic and syntagmatic viewpoint. The
crucial notion to describe the secondary (otherwise called transferred or
syntagmatic) uses of the Approximative is that of ‘transposition’ – a term
which is widely and differently employed in modern linguistics. As well
known, in phonetics, transposition is associated with metathesis, i.e., the
phenomenon when the sounds or syllables exchange positions with one
another within a word due to assimilation or dissimilation. The forma-
tion of a word with the help of a metaphor or metaphorical use of a word
is called semantic transposition. The process by which a word or a word
base changes its part of speech into another part of speech or is used in the
function of another part of speech is known as functional transposition.

We define transposition in grammar as a transferred (metaphorical)
use of a word form or a syntactic structure in the function of its counter-
member in a paradigm set. In a morphological paradigm, transposition is
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always associated with the syntagmatic relations into which the word form
enters with other units of the same level while the paradigmatic relations
totally exclude it. Besides, transposition signals that when entering into
syntagmatic relations, a word form may acquire new semantic properties.
Also, it can be often associated with the neutralization of semantic oppo-
sitions, which is understood as a synonymic coincidence of the meanings
of forms belonging to different paradigms within one morphological cate-
gory. Despite the fact that transposition is the syntagmatic phenomenon
located on the periphery of the grammatical system, it may occur that
the number of neutralization cases exceeds the number of relevance cases.
This results in a complete destruction of the previous opposition. On this
ground, it is considered that transposition plays a crucial role in reorga-
nizing morphological paradigms. (Kuznetsova 1995, 104; Kuznetsova 1995,
248).

3.3.6.1. The ‘Approximative into Inferential’ transposition

Examples of this type of transposition in Nenets and Enets are numer-
ous. Both the Approximative and the Inferential express external objective
modality within which they are opposed in the plane of irreality/reality.
The modal semantics of reality expressed by the Inferential is strongly as-
sociated with the meaning of existence of a state of the present situation. It
is important that the observed state is always the result of some previous
event.

The moods are also opposed to each other by the feature direct
(visual)–indirect (inferential) evidentiality. Two semantic types of the In-
ferential can be distinguished by the encoded source of information: In-
ferential-Inferentive and Inferential-Presumptive. The source of informa-
tion for the former is phenomenological knowledge of the result of some
event. The result in this case is connected with a judgment about the
state of a definite situation based on the physical evidence. For the In-
ferential-Presumptive the source of information is the speaker’s general
knowledge foundation, i.e., the stored knowledge about the outside world.
Since the speaker does not have exact information about the situation, the
possibility of its different outcomes is not excluded.

The semantics shared by the Approximative and the Inferential is
external subjective modality, in particular, indication of the observer’s
attitude to information, or its veracity. The semantic foundation for the
transposed use of the Approximative in the sphere of functioning of the
Inferential (Inferential-Inferentive and Inferential-Presumptive) rests on
the meaning of problematic veracity (Kuznetsova & Usenkova 2006, 279–
281).
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In the Approximative, insufficiency of information is explained by im-
pediments in perception, whereas in the Inferential, it is associated with the
absence of personal access to the situation: the perceiving subject makes
judgments about the previous event via its results in the present state. In
the case of the Approximative, general identification of the situation di-
rectly seen by the observer is made by indistinct visual characteristics. By
contrast, the use of the Inferential indicates that the observer draws a con-
clusion regarding the cause of the situation by obvious evidence which can
be easily observed although the situation itself was not seen (Aikhenvald
2004, 3).

Being used transpositionally in the sphere of functioning of the Infer-
ential-Inferentive, the Approximative signals that the observer’s inference
about the existence of a situation in its present state is based on tan-
gible evidence. When this occurs, the observer’s inference bears greater
confidence in the existence of a previous event. An Approximative used
inferentially has more convincing force than an ordinary Approximative
statement, which expresses the speaker’s uncertainty regarding the per-
ceived situation.

a.(32) Nenets

ń o-nda toho-bP

entrance.hole.of.the.tent-poss.gen.3.sg be.snowed.in-vacond

ŋodP jomź a-nda

also soft.fluffy.snow-poss.gen.3.sg

ŋeBadi
˘
-∅-∅ ŋaŕ iP hahajada

be.at.rest-ind.praes-3.sg.s right now nearest

jaĺ a=haBa=haPna ṕ i-Bna jadera-ta

day=prtcl=loc.sg night-prol.sg wander-prp

aŋgo-∅-raha-Bi
˘
-∅ t́ iki

˘
Ê

be.absent-praes-approx-perf-3.sg.s that

tarć a ŋe-ś ń o-mÊ

such be-vainf entrance.hole.of.the.tent-acc.sg

ś irŋa-∅-B taraś iP
dig.out-ind.praes-3.sg.o but

ŋe-bta-∅-∅ t́ er-ko=hoBa=da

be.situated-res-ind.praes-3.sg.s dweller-dim=prtcl=poss.3.sg

tań a-na-rha-∅=ń oP ś una-da
exist-praes-approx-3.sg.s=prtcl smoke-poss.3.sg
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mo-ŋge-∅-∅=ń oP

curl-np-ind.praes-3.sg.s=prtcl

‘Though the entrance hole of the tent is buried under snow, the layer of the soft
fluffy snow has not been touched. Recently nobody seems to have wandered
about. Let it be so, I have dug out the entrance hole of the tent. However, a
dweller is evidently there because smoke is curling upwards.’

(Tereščenko 1990, 179)

b. Enets
Тоз чикоз тоныз пазуй сɛɜ пере озима. «Оу, чикир сɛɜ пазуй оша эзараха.» 

toδ č́ ikoz toni
˘
z pazuj ś E3 ṕ eŕ e

later from there tattooed face half

oź i-ma-∅-∅ ou č́ iḱ ir ś E3

appear-res-ind.praes-3.sg.s oh this-poss.2.sg face

pazuj oša e-za-raha-∅

tattooed Tungus be-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘Later half of a tattooed face appeared from there. “Oh, this face is evidently a
tattooed Tungus.”’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

When the Approximative is transposed into the sphere of functioning of
the Inferential-Presumptive, the state of the present situation is viewed as
conjecture or assumption. The speaker expresses the supposition that the
assumed outcome of this situation may coincide with reality though other
outcomes may also happen.

a.(33) Nenets

Тиканда Тэта хабт луца, пыда тарем’ ма: «Вэнŋга ŋацекым’  

Печоров яв’ саляни ервŋэ вадарахавэв.» 

t́ ikanda teta habt luca

then a.rich.reindeer.herder castrated Russian

pi
˘
da tar

˘
émÊ ma-∅-∅

he so say-ind.praes-3.sg.s

Benŋga ŋać eki
˘
-mÊ ṕ eč́ oroB jaB-Ê

Vanga child-acc.sg Pechora sea-gen.sg

saĺ a-ń i jerB=ŋe Bada-∅-raha-Be-B

cape-poss.gen.1.sg landlord=transl raise-praes-approx-perf-1.sg.s

‘A rich reindeer herder, a castrated Russian, he has said, “It seems that I have
raised the child Vanga as the landlord of the cape of the Pechora Sea.”’

(Tereščenko 1990, 257)

b. Enets

d́ ere d́ aba-hon kuda-za-rha-baP

day length-loc.sg sleep-praes-approx-1.pl.s

‘It seems that we have slept for the whole day.’ (Labanauskas 2002, 132)
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3.3.6.2. The ‘Approximative into Auditive’ transposition

The transposed use of the Approximative in the sphere of functioning of the
Auditive is quite common in Nenets and Enets. The semantic basis of the
‘Approximative into Auditive’ transposition is direct perceptual informa-
tion about a situation to which the observer has direct access. The exam-
ples we have at our disposal show that the Approximative can replace the
Auditive in the meaning of ‘acquiring information through hearing’ only
when it marks the predicates of active semantics expressed by the verbs
of sounding and speaking. Verbs of this group have a common semantic
component – ‘a sound’ – and are naturally associated with perception by
hearing.

(34) Nenets; the verbs: lahanaś ‘speak’, ‘talk’; sambădorć ‘speak with the soul of a
deceased person’

hoń o-ba-ta ŋodP jeBa-ku ŋač́ eki
˘

sleep-dur-prp also orphan-dim child
ṕ i jamphana tuŋgus ś o-Bna ṕ iĺ iP

night during Tungus throat-prol constantly

sambadorŋa-∅-∅

speak.with.soul.of.deceased.person-ind.praes-3.sg.s

sambador-ta-raha-∅

speak.with.soul.of.deceased.person-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘During the night, also [when] sleeping, the orphan is constantly speaking in the
Tugus language with the soul of a deceased person, he is heard as if speaking with
the soul of a deceased person.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 67)

(35) Enets; the verbs: d́ oŕ id́ ‘speak’, ‘talk’; leud́ ‘shout’, ‘make noise’; ṕ iś id́ ‘laugh’

Онсехода, сеха дëридарха. 

onś ehoda ś eha d́ oŕ i-da-rha-∅

indeed somebody talk-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘Indeed, somebody is heard as if talking.’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

When the Approximative is used transpositionally, it focuses on the sub-
jective impression of the perceiving subject and is affected by auditory
impediments during perception. At the same time, the forms of the Ap-
proximative indicate that the observer has direct access to the situation
and personal access to the information source.
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a.(36) Nenets

Юдерпананта ŋоб лаханана лахнанараха: «Еваку ŋачекы, чуку, 

яв вархана пон нëн мы». 

jud́ er-pa-na-nta ŋob lahana-na

see.prophetic.dreams-vacond-na-poss.3.sg one speaker-prp

lahna-na-raha-∅ jeBa-ku ŋač́ eki
˘

č́ uku

speak-praes-approx-3.sg.s orphan-dim child that

jaB Bar-hana pon ń o-∅-n mi
˘
-P

sea shore-loc.sg for.long.time not-ind.praes-2.sg.s stay-conneg

‘When he has been seeing prophetic dreams some spearker is heard as if speak-
ing, “Orphan-child, do not stay for a long time on that sea shore!”’

(Labanauskas 2001, 67)

b. Enets
Обу дëдигон нэ эчи ноддархаза, кабе касаза нода дëридарха, мадараха нода: 

«Аба, эу çий из пуу…» 

obu d́ od́ igon ne eč́ i

what during woman young
nod-da-rha-za kab́ e kasa-za

hear-praes-approx-3.sg.r dead sister-poss.3.sg

noda d́ oŕ i-da-rha-∅

she[-dat] speak-praes-approx-3.sg.s

ma-da-raha-∅ noda aba eu

say-praes-approx-3.sg.s she[-dat] elder.sister here

ś ij iz puu-∅-(P)

I[-acc] not put-imp-2.sg.s

‘All of a sudden it seems to the girl that she hears, the dead sister as if heard
speaking to her, as if heard saying to her, “Elder sister, do not put me here.”’
(Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

When the Approximative is transposed into the sphere of functioning of
the Auditive, the former always indicates an explicit and concrete source
of information.

a.(37) Nenets

pi
˘
da man-da-raha-∅ ń e-dko

he say-praes-approx-3.sg.s woman-from.the.clan

nohoj t́ uń aÊ ŋa-∅-P
Nohoj up be-imp-2.sg.s

‘He is heard as if saying, “The woman from the clan of Nohoj, stand up!”’
(Tereščenko 1990, 196)
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b. Enets
Парнэ мадараха: «Онэй нэ, онэй нээ, торь çит муçь комазудь.» 

parne ma-da-raha-∅ onej ne

witch say-praes-approx-3.sg.s genuine woman

onej nee toŕ ś it
genuine woman in.this.way you[-acc]

muś koma-zu-d́

capture-vainf want-1.sg.s-ind.past

‘The witch is heard as if saying, “An Enets woman, an Enets woman, in this
way I wanted to capture you.”’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2005)

3.3.6.3. The ‘Approximative into Subjective-Debitive’ transposition

This type of transposition is very seldom found in the published Nenets
and Enets texts. In fact only the fourth form of the Approximative can
be transposed into the sphere of the Subjective-Debitive. Being realized in
the Future tense, the Approximative expresses the semantics of projectivity
(futurity) and presents an action as supposed in the future, but at the same
time connected with the present. Thus, it demonstrates a specific ‘relevance
of anteriority of the fact’ (Tsejtlin 1990, 149). The categorial meaning of
the Subjective-Debitive is internal modality of necessity complicated by
the meaning of supposition (Usenkova 2007, 188). The shared semantics for
both moods is potentiality. By transposing into the sphere of functioning
of the Subjective-Debitive, the Approximative characterizes the situation
as impossible to avert or avoid, irrespective of the desired goal. But along
with this, due to the semantics of subjectivity, the meaning of inevitability
expressed by the Approximative is weakened and the situation is evaluated
as prospective, predicted with a high degree of probability in the future.

a.(38) Nenets: тедахава’ ŋармбэй хасава’ хэвхана пуромăндарăхадм 

t́ eda=haBaÊ ŋarmbej hasaBa-Ê he-Bhana
now=prtcl old husband-gen.sg side-dat.sg

puro-mănda-raha-dm

get.moldy-fut-approx-1.sg.s

‘and now I will have to get moldy by my old husband’ (Tereščenko 1965, 490)

b. Enets: Пагиза дягу тухон порзаçь сойза эзараха. 

paǵ i-za d́ agu-∅-∅ tu-hon

clothes-poss.3.sg be.absent-ind.praes-3.sg.s fire-loc.sg

porza-ś sojza e-za-raha-∅

set.on.fire-vainf well be-praes-approx-3.sg.s

‘She has no clothes on, her body must be probably set on fire.’
(Sorokina & Bolina 2005)
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3.3.6.4. The ‘Approximative into Conjunctive’ transposition

This type of transposition is rare and is recorded only in Nenets. Being
transposed into the sphere of functioning of the Conjunctive, the fourth
form of the Approximative expresses internal modality of possibility. Like
the Conjunctive the fourth form of the Approximative also enters the
sphere of potentiality. Moreover, the semantics of both moods is based on
the meaning of conditionality which presupposes that fulfillment of an ac-
tion or state is contingent on some conditions, causes, or circumstances. In
the Conjunctive conditionality is associated with objective circumstances,
whereas in the Approximative it is related with cognizance of the speaker.
When forms of the Approximative replace the Conjunctive they describe
an action as potential, possible, or contingent on definite objective circum-
stances.

(39) Nenets

tarč́ a hadke-Ba-had ŋarka maŕ inč́ a-r

such happen-vnipf-abl.sg elder Marincha-poss.2.sg

ń ud́ a maŕ inč́ a-r ma-∅-∅ ŋuĺ iP

junior Marincha-poss.2.sg say-ind.praes-3.sg.s quite

BeBaBna iĺ elja-∅-ń iÊ č́ uku ja-hana

bad live-ind.praes-1.du.s this territory-loc.sg

mena-Ba-hań iÊ ha-Bnda-rha-ń iÊ

possess-vnipf-loc.sg.poss.2.du die-fut-approx-1.du.s

‘When such a thing happened, the elder Marincha said to the junior Marincha, “We
live quite badly. Staying in this land, we can die.”’ (Labanauskas 2001, 45)

3.3.6.5. The ‘Approximative into Interrogative into Indicative’ transposition

The Approximative unites with the Interrogative by the feature ‘reporting
of information’, which in this case may be qualified as ‘diffident reporting’.
Therefore, both moods express external subjective modality. The Approx-
imative can further be transposed into the sphere of functioning of the
Indicative, neutral and most capacious in its semantics, and be realized in
rhetorical sentences (Usenkova 2002, 55). It should be noted that a rhetor-
ical question in principle cannot be considered a genuine question as it
is not intended for getting a verbal reaction from the hearer. In fact, by
uttering a rhetorical question the speaker emphatically accentuates its in-
tensely declarative semantic nature. The use of the Approximative in such
sentences testifies that the speaker has found the situation unexpected
and that it arouses surprise. Exclamation which normally accompanies the
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rhetorical question serves to express either disbelief (‘It cannot be true!’,
‘I do not believe my eyes!’) or disapproval (‘Oh, no! How can it be so!’)
regarding the situation witnessed by the speaker. The admirative seman-
tics indicates that only recent evidence enables the speaker to arrive at the
conclusion and that earlier the reverse was assumed.

(40) Nenets

Ов, амгэ ёльчŋгана нерня сылы'. Нерняŋы амгэ, мя' ŋэрханю'?  

Лапта яхана ŋэдя мя'. 

oB amge joĺ č́ ŋgana ń erń a si
˘
li
˘
-∅-P

oh what during ahead look-ind.praes-3.sg.r

ń erń a=ŋi
˘

amge ḿ aP ŋe-∅-rha-∅=ń uP

ahead=prtcl what tent be-praes-approx-3.sg.s=prtcl

lapta ja-hana ŋe-d́ a ḿ aP

flat ground-dat.sg be situated-prp tent
‘Oh, after some time he looked ahead. And what is ahead, it looks like it is a tent?
The tent is standing on a flat ground.’ (Labanauskas 2001, 76)

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have dwelled upon the functions of the Nenets suffixes
-raha-/-laha-, Enets rhaf-/-laha-, and Nganasan -raku-/-ragu-/-laku-/-la-
gu-. The three functions which were determined are: word formative
(derivational), form-building, and inflectional. In Nenets, these suffixes
are found to be used in all the three functions; in Enets, they can perform
the form-building and inflexional functions; in Nganasan, the suffixes are
employed only in the form-building function. Thus, the only common func-
tion which the analyzed suffixes in all the Northern Samoyedic languages
can perform is form-building.

When the suffixes are used in the form-building function they are
termed ‘simulative’. In the comparative constructons, they mark the noun
and act as an index of comparison. Specificity of these constructions con-
sists in that the standard and parameter of comparison are expressed syn-
thetically. Semantically, the suffixes signal that two discrete entities are
figuratively compared in the qualitative aspect. This type of comparison
by similarity is termed ‘object comparison’.

By likening two entities, the speaker has to choose the parameter of
comparison, i.e., the feature inherent in both the comparee and the stan-
dard of comparison. By the character of the chosen quality, the following
types of differential features are distinguished:
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1. Qualitatively-defining features which denote various physical qualities
of the object such as shape, size, color, substance, stability.

2. Functional features which point out the intended use of the objects.

3. Quantitative features which indicate the quantity of the objects.

The object comparison is opposed to the situational comparison where the
analyzed suffixes mark the verb. Performing the inflexional function they
participate in forming the Approximative mood and, thus, are a morpho-
logical means of expressing modality.

The paradigm of the Approximative in Nenets and Enets is built on
the opposition of three persons (1, 2, 3), three numbers (singular, dual,
plural), three types of conjugation (subjective, objective, reflexive), and
includes the personal verbal endings common for most of the moods. The
place of the Approximative suffix in a word depends on the position and
structure of the tense affixes.

The paradigmatic (categorial) meaning of the Approximative is the
external objective modality of irreality complicated by the meaning of
subjective visual perception. In this meaning the Approximative is used in
declarative sentences of irreal comparison. Declarative sentences present
information as a fact or affirmation. It is important that in this case affir-
mation is realized only in such a narrative speech form as description. The
examples we have at our disposal show that only the Nenets Approximative
has retained a full paradigmatic meaning.

Sentences of irreal comparison demonstrate rather relations of causal-
ity than similarity. The paradigmatic meaning of the Approximative is
complicated by the meaning of subjective visual perception. According to
our observations, the use of the Approximative forms clearly demonstrates
that the meaning of subjective visual perception is actively suppressing
the semantics of external objective modality of irreality in Nenets and has
already become dominant in Enets since the Approximative seems to be
no longer realized in declarative descriptive sentences.

The meaning of subjective visual perception is a special case of a more
general semantics of seemingness, defined as subjective impression or sub-
jective perception. It combines the semantics of evidentiality and that of
external subjective modality. The evidential aspect of seemingness implies
that information is acquired visually and the observer is in direct contact
with the situation under evaluation. By contrast, the semantic compo-
nents of irreal comparison – irreality, implied conditionality, and compar-
ativity – expressed by the Approximative, substantially contribute to the
development of the subjective semantics related to the speaker’s attitude
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to information, or its veracity. Due to the fact that the information is ac-
quired directly and through vision, the Approximative describes events the
probability of whose realization is high. At the same time, these situations
could be characterized by problematic veracity inasmuch as impediments
during perception prevent the observer from obtaining sufficient informa-
tion. The meaning of uncertainty expressed by the Approximative forms
favours the formation of ‘uncertain reports’. For this reason, subjective
visual perception could be termed ‘uncertain visual’.

In Nenets and Enets, the Approximative can be found in one of its four
forms, each of which interacts with the semantics of a corresponding tense:
the present, past, perfect, and future. The first form of the Approximative
is used with an aorist and refers to events that occurred without regard
to their extension over time, or states resulting from them. The second
form of the Approximative denotes an irreal seeming action or state which
precedes the moment of speaking. The third form of the Approximative
manifests the present relevance of a past situation. It also denotes a past
action regarding which the subject has some doubts and, therefore, has to
ambiguously describe this action. The fourth form of the Approximative
is modal in nature and is used to refer to not only a forthcoming but any
potential action or state.

Since the semantic scope of the first and third forms of the Approxi-
mative appears to be quite large, these forms are most frequently found in
Nenets and Enets texts. By contrast, the forms of the second and fourth
forms of the Approximative are characterized by highly specialized seman-
tics; examples of their use are few in number.

Both in Nenets and Enets, the Approximative enjoys numerous trans-
positional possibilities. We distinguished the following types of transposi-
tions with the participation of the Approxiamative:

(i) The ‘Approximative to Inferential’ transposition.

In Nenets and Enets, the Approximative and the Inferential stand in a
strong opposition. In their paradigmatic meaning the Approximative and
the Inferential express external objective modality within which they are
opposed in the plane of irreality/reality. They are also opposed to each
other by the feature visual/inferential evidentiality. The shared semantics
is external subjective modality, in particular, indication of the observer’s
attitude to information. The semantic foundation for the transposed use
of the Approximative in the sphere of functioning of the Inferential (In-
ferential-Inferentive and Inferential-Presumptive) rests on the epistemic
meaning of problematic veracity.
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Replacing the Inferential-Inferentive, the Approximative signals that
the observer’s inference about the existence of a situation is based on
tangible evidence, and it has more convincing force than an ordinary Ap-
proximative statement associated with the speaker’s uncertainty about the
veracity of the situation.

When the Approximative is transposed into the sphere of functioning
of the Inferential-Presumptive, the state of the present situation is viewed
as conjecture or assumption. The speaker expresses the supposition that
the assumed outcome of this situation may coincide with reality although
other outcomes may also happen.

(ii) The ‘Approximative into Auditive’ transposition.

In Nenets and Enets, the Approximative–Auditive opposition is regarded
to be strong as the moods are opposed to each other in their paradigmatic
meanings by the feature of visual/non-visual evidentiality. Both moods ex-
press external objective modality, where they are opposed in the plane of
reality/irreality. The basis for this transposition is a shared meaning of di-
rect perception that underlies the semantics of both moods. The Auditive
realizes the meaning of non-visual perception in the sensory sphere that
exists for the observer as a situation of the highest degree of reality, which
is actuality. The Approximative realizes the meaning of perception in the
sphere of irreal comparison as subjective visual perception (seemingness).
The semantics of this mood signals that the information acquired by the
observer is distorted because of some impediments in perception. By trans-
posing into the sphere of functioning of the Auditive, the Approximative
specifies a different source of information and attendant circumstances of
obtaining information: the perceiving subject acquires first-hand informa-
tion that turns out to be distorted through impediments in hearing.

(iii) The ‘Approximative into Subjective-Debitive’ transposition.

This type of transposition is very uncommon. The transposition occurs
only when the Approximative is used in the future tense. The Subjec-
tive-Debitive expresses internal modality of necessity complicated by the
meaning of supposition. Thus, the strong Approximative–Subjective-Deb-
itive opposition is based on the meaning of potentiality, which integrates
heterogeneous modal meanings (necessity, reality, irreality, unreality, reli-
ability, intentionality, and many more), and which is always present to a
certain degree in the semantics of utterances referring to the future. Within
the limits of another shared semantic sphere, external subjective modality,
both moods may express the highest degree of probability. Therefore, when
the Approximative functions in the semantic sphere of the Subjective-Deb-
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itive, it characterizes a situation as inevitable and going to happen in the
future with a high degree of probability.

(iv) The ‘Approximative into Konjunctive’ transposition.

This type of transposition is rare and is recorded only in Nenets. The
Konjunctive is replaced only by the Future Approximative. In the plane
of modality, the strong Approximative/Konjunctive opposition is not ho-
mogeneous as the moods belong to different types of modality: external
objective modality and internal modality of possibility correspondingly.
The semantic basis for this opposition is the shared semantics of poten-
tiality. Replacing the Konjunctive, the Approximative describes an action
as potential, possible, or contingent on definite objective circumstances.

(v) The ‘Approximative into Interrogative into Indicative’ transposition.

This transposition is rare and is recorded only in Nentes. The Approxima-
tive and the Interrogative are strongly opposed to each other in the plane
of communicative modality, where they are realized in sentences of differ-
ent communicative types – declarative and interrogative correspondingly.
The semantic basis for this transposition is external subjective modality,
in particular, the meaning of ‘reporting of information’, which in case of
both moods is qualified as ‘diffident reporting’. Further transposition of
the Approximative in the interrogative meaning into the sphere of func-
tioning of the Indicative contributes to the emergence of a specific stylistic
effect. This opposition is also strong as regarding modality the Indicative
is neutral and therefore is of the most capacious semantics.

The present study of the Approximative in Nenets and Enets has
demonstrated how the changes taking place in the paradigmatic meaning
of the moods influence their functional possibilities. Within the limits of
the paradigmatic meaning, the contaminated modal-evidential meaning of
seemingness appears to be more powerful and capacious than the origi-
nally principal modal meanings of irreality and implied conditionality. As
a result, in Nenets, the meaning of seemingness actively suppresses these
original meanings, whereas in Enets, it has already fully superseded them.
In both languages these changes enable the Approximative to extensively
transpose into the functional sphere of two other evidential moods – the
Inferential and the Auditive. By contrast, their functioning in the sphere
of the non-evidential Subjective-Debitive and the Konjunctive moods is
severely restricted by pure modal semantics which requires that only the
future forms of the Approximative be used transpositionally. The transpo-
sition of the Approximative into the functional sphere of the Interrogative
and then the neutral Indicative is used to create a certain stylistic effect.
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